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Cadets
Heat 1
InKart newcomer Dominic
Roberts was on pole position
for Heat 1. He made a
sensible start and dropped to
rd
3 position behind Logan

Parker and Jake Liptrott.
Dominic managed to hold
rd
onto 3 position for a few
laps until Eric Su made his
way past and then continued

nd

to overtake Jake to take 2
place. Logan took the race
win ahead of Eric and Jake.

Heat 2
Borghini Lam was on pole
position for heat 2. Eric Su
managed to pass him on lap
1 and go on to take the race
win. Alex Whipday was also
fairly quick to pass Borghini

nd

for 2 place. Joe Slamon
struggled as he dropped
th
down the field into 6
position. Logan Parker and
Jake Liptrott took full
advantage of this and made

their way up the pack. Eric
took the race win ahead of
Alex and Logan.

Heat 3
Another InKart newcomer
Jake Liptrott was on pole for
heat 3. He made a good start
and went on to take his first
InKart heat win. Logan had a
good race moving up ahead

nd

th

of Joe and Eric to take 2
place. Joe still finding his feet
in InKart but improving every
race he does. Alex Whipday
had another strong race
th
moving up from 7 position

into 4 by the end of the race
again scoring solid points.
Jake took the heat win ahead
of Logan and Eric.

of pressure from Logan
Parker finishing 1.5 seconds
behind but then a massive 18
second gap back to Dominic
rd
in 3 position who did very

well to hold off some very
experienced drivers to take
that position.

took the final win, 4.1
seconds ahead of Eric who
was a further 8 seconds
ahead of Jake. Well done to

Jake, claiming a podium on
his very first InKart round!

Heat 4
Alex Whipday on pole
position for the final heat of
the day. A strong race from
Alex saw him lead from start
to finish. He came under a bit

The Final
Logan Parker claimed pole
position for the Cadet final.
With Alex Whipday and Jake
Liptrott rounding out the top
3. Jake Liptrott managed to
nd
jump past Alex for 2 place
on the opening lap. He then
tried to push to get a gap.
With much more experienced
drivers chasing him he
couldn’t pull away. On lap 7
Eric Su managed to overtake
rd
Alex for 3 position, then on
lap 9 Jake made a small
mistake which allowed Eric to
overtake. Jake managed to
rd
get back on line and hold 3
place ahead of Alex. Logan

